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On Multiply Transitive Groups VI 
Let G be a 4-fold transitive group on 9 {I, 2,..., 121. By a thcorcm of 
AI. Hall ([/I, Theorem 5.8.1), if a stabilizer of four points in G is of odd order 
then G must be one of the following groups; S, , S, , ;I, , A, or -III1 . 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following 
'I'IIEOREN I. I,et G be a 4-fold trarxiti~e group. If n stabilizer of ,fouv 
points in G has u cyclic Sylouj 2-suh,nroup + I, then G must be S,; or ,Y7 
Let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of a stabilizer of four points in G. Then by 
the theorem of AI. Hall and a lemma of E. \Vitt ([5], ‘I’heorcm 9.4), xc have 
that P fixes csactly four, five, six, seven or eleven points and the normalizer 
of P in G restricted on the set of the fixed points of P is 5’, , Sj I r!,; , --I, or 
llJ1l. (cf. II. Sagao and T. Oyama [2], Ixmma 1). To prove the theorem 
we need some result on the number of fixed points of an involution, Ivhich 
ma\- be interesting in itself. The result is as folio:\-s. 
'I‘HEOREIZI 2. Let G be a 4-f&j transiiiw poup ad ussume that u Sjhw 
2-subgroup P of a stabilizer of four points in G is mt the identity. If the nutrrber 
of the fix4 points of P is six, sez’eu 01 elweir tlm my imolution r!f G ,ji,Yes at 
lk.ut ,;,I, SCC‘CIL, or eleven points respectiz.e!v. 
H. Kagao [3] proved that a stabilizer of four points in G fixes cxactl!. 
four points unless G is S, , A6, or M11 . Therefore to prove our theorems 
wc ma\- assume that 
(v) a stabilizer of four points in G fixes exactly four points. 
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:\-CJtUtiOtl. For a set S, let .Y denote the number of elements of S. 
For a subset S of a group G, we denote I~!. IrC(S) (or CG(-Y)) the normalizer 
(or centralizer) of X in G. For elements .I. J of G, X, ~1; is the subgroup 
of G generated by .T and y. A permutation LI is called semi-regular if there is 
no point fixed by u. A permutation group S is called semi-regular if each 
clement of S which is different from I is semi-regular. For a permutation 
group G on n, let G, ,,,...,, j denote the stabilizer of the points i, j,..., Ir in G. 
The stabilizer of the points of a set J in G is denoted b!- G, . For a set .I of 
permutations the totality of the points left tised by S is denoted by I(S). 
If a subset d of 9 is a fixed block of S, i.e. if L3.V ~mm d, then the restriction 
of .Y on d is a set of permutations on A. \Ve denote it by SA. 
2. PROOF 0F 'IIHE~REM 2 
To prove the theorem we need the following unpublished result of M. Hall. 
LEhlnr.4 I (RI. Hall). Let G be a 4-fold transitive group satisfying the 
assumptio~l (x), and P a Sylow 2-subgroup of the stabilizer GlzR4 . If P $xes 
eleven points, then each point qf I(P) - {I, 2, 3, 4) belongs to a dzzerent orbit 
of G,,,, . In particular G,,:,, has at least seven orbits in Q - (1, 2, 3, 4). 
Proof of Theorem 2. 
Case (i). 1 I( = 6, .V(P)~‘P) (1, . 
Let a be an arbitrary involution of G. IVe remark first that / I(a)1 is even 
since the degree of G must be even in this case. We may assume that a is 
of the form 
a :~- (1 2)(3 4) ..*. 
Then a normalizes G1,,, . Since the number of Sylow 2-subgroups of G,,,, 
is odd, a normalizes some Sylow 2-subgroup P of G,,,, and a1(p) E A, . 
Therefore a fixes at least two points, say 5, 6. If a fixes two more points, 
say 7, 8 then a must fix at least six points since aI E A, for some Sylow 
2-subgroup Q1 of GBT8 which a normalizes. Now assume that a fixes exactly 
two points 5, 6. Let (i j) be an arbitrary 2-cycle of a other than (1 2). Then 
a normalizes a Sylow 2-subgroup QZ of G121, and uz(Qr) must be of the form 
az(Qz) = (I 2)(i j)(5)(6). 
This shows that QZ is also a Sylow 2-subgroup of G1,,, , and 
I@,) - (1,2, 5, 6) = {i,j>. 
By the conjugacy of Sylow 2-subgroups of G,,,, we have that for any other 
2-cycle (i’ j’)(f (1 2)) of a there is an element of G1,,, which takes {i, i} 
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into (i’, j’]. ‘Therefore the number of G,,,,-orbits in Q - { 1, 2, 5, 6; is one or 
two. If it is one, then since 0, GIzje, , IZ - 4 -: 1 Grzj, : G,,,,, is odd, 
which is a contradiction. Hence it must be two and i andj belong to difkrcnt 
orbits of G,,,, . 
Sow let 
b -= (1 2)(5)(6) ..+ 
bc 3~1 involution which is corrjugate to all involution of P. Then /I normahzes 
some Sylow 2-subgroup 0, of G,,,, and V(Q:I’ must be of the form 
b’(Q:i’ = (1 2)(5)(6)(/z I). 
Since the points k, 1 belong to the different orbits of Grzj, b interchanges the 
two orbits of G,,,, and hence b fixes only two points 5 and 6. l’his is a con- 
tradiction. 
CIase (ii). ~ I(P), ~ 7, IV,(P) I(P) zz -4, . 
In this case the degree of G is odd, and hence ~ I(a)1 is also odd for any 
involution u of G. Bv the same argument as in Case (i) we can see that n 
fixes at least three points and if it iizcs five points then it must tis at least 
seven points. Therefore we may assume that a fists exactly three points 
and it is of the form 
a = (1 2)(3)(4)(5) .** . 
‘I’hcn for any 2-cycle (7’ j) of a other than (I 2) a normalizes a Sylow 
2-subgroup 0 of G,,,j and since m’!Qj E .d, it must be of the form 
u”Q) = (1 2)(3)(4)(5)(i j). 
‘I’his implies that (,, is also a Sylow 2-subgroup of G,,,, and an! point in 
12 - { 1, 2, 3, 4) belongs to a G,,,,- orbit of odd length. By the conjugacy 
of Sylow 2-subgroups of G,,,, we have that G,,,, has exactly one or three 
orbits in Q ~ (1, 2, 3, 4). But the later is not the case since N&J contains 
an element u of the form 
u = (1)(2)(3)(4)(5 i j) 0-e. 
Thus G must be 5-fold transitive on R and now a stabilizer of one point 
in G statisfies the assumption of Case (i). 
Case (iii). 1 In = 11, &(P)f’P) = Ml,. 
Let a be an involution of G. Then i 1(a); is odd. We may assume that (I 
is of the form 
a = (1 2)(3 4) --a. 
‘l’hen (I normalizes a Sylo~ 2-subgroup /‘of G1,:i4 I& /(I’) 
\\.c ma? xsumc 
j I ( 2, 3,. , I I / 
u’(‘JI (I 2)(3 4)(5)(6)(7)(8 ‘))(I0 I I). 
‘I’hu:; C! tixcs at least tluet: points. If CJ ii*cs four points 5, 6, 7, i. it normaiizes 
a Sy!o\\ Z-subgroup Qi of G,,;i, and thcu ~‘(c’!) 1. ‘l’?lUS ii 1n:lst fis at 
Icast clcvcn points. No\\ \ze assume that t/ iixes only three points 5% 6, 7. 
1,et (k /j he an arhitrar!- 2-cylc of (1 other than (I 2). ‘I’heii a normalizes 
;I Svlow 2-subgroup 0, of Gi?, / and since 0 ‘(or1 t M,, it must he of the form 
al(oLl (1 2)(5)(6)(7)(/z /)(k’ /‘)(A” /“). 
‘I’his shovvs that C& is also a Sylo\\ 2-subgroup of Grajti7 Uy the conjugac! 
of Sylow 2-subgroups of G,,,,, KC have that GlSjfi7 has at most six orbits 
in Q ~~ { I, 2, 5, 6, 71. On the other hand. by Lemma 1 G,,,, has at least 
seven orbits in Q {I, 2, 5, 6). Therefore G,536 must fix the point 7, which 
contradicts the assumption (T). 
3. PROOF OF ‘I’HE~REM 1 
\\:e first prove the following 
I,~nr~a 2. Let G hi a 4,fold transiti.w ,yroup and P (I Sylozu 2-.whgvoup 
of (;12::4 . If ~ I(P)1 6 or 7 mtl P is semi-regular on 9 I(P) then P must 
he dementarv ahelian. 
Proof. Assume that j Z(P)1 =~:- 6. If I’ has an element 
.v ~~ (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(i j h f) ... 
of order four, then x has no 2-qcle b!- the assumption. On the other hand, 
s normalizes a Sylow 2-subgroup 0 of G,,,/ Then since x’(Q) E A,; , x has 
a 2-c+, which is a contradiction. The proof in the case 1 I(P) = 7 is 
similar. 
In the proof of Theorem 2, we also make use of a recent result of 
H. Nagao [4]. 
l,l;aIM.~ 3. If P f 1) ’ I(P), 4 or 5 rind P is semi-regular on B I(P), 
then G must be one of the follozoitq groups: S, , S, , A, , A, OY Mlc . 
Proof of Theorem 2. We proceed by \\av of contradiction. From now on 
we assume that G is a counter-cuample to our theorem of the least possible 
degree. Since there is no d-fold transitive group of degree less than 35 except 
the known ones ([I] p. SO), the degree II of G is not less than 35. 
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Let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G,,,, . Then we have one of the following 
cases: 
c’dse I. NG(P)“P) = M,, ) 
C’ase II. iVG(P)l(P) ~~ A, or -!I,, 
C‘~E III. i\rG(P)‘(p’ =~~ S, or S, 
Before treating these cases separately, we shall make a general remark. Let 
I) # 1 bc a subgroup of I’. ‘Then since P is cyclic D satisfies the assumption 
of the lemma of Witt. Therefore iVG(D) is 4-fold transitive on I(D), and 
PrcD) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of (Nc;(D)f(D))1184. Therefore, b!- the minimal 
nature of the degree of G, wc have that if PrcD) # 1, ix. 11(P)! 1 ~ I(D 
then JV~(D)~@I z S, or S, and hence 1(P)! c 6 or 7. In particular, in 
Case I and Case II we have that 1(P) ~ 1(D) for any subgroup D i 1 of P 
and hence P is semi-regular on Q ~ I(P). Furthermore in these cases, 
;;;(D)‘(D) : ;$f rr , & or A, since a stabilizer of four points in IVES 
is of odd order. 
Now let K be the kernel of the natural homomorphism ?J,(D) + iVG(D)‘fD). 
Then KC,(D) / C,(D) ‘u K / K n C,(D). Here KC,(D) / C’,(D) is a sub- 
group of the automorphism group of D and hence a 2-group. On the other 
hand if I(P) = I(D) then K r\ C,(D) 2: P. Since G,,,, -2 K and P is 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of G,,,, , K / K n C,(D) is of odd order. Therefore 
we have that KC,(D) = C,(D), C,(D) >r K. In Case1 and Cast II, 
N,(D) / K = NG(D)‘cD) is a simple group of order 2 2. Since iLTG(D) / C,(D) 
is a 2-group we have NC;(D) = C,(D). In Case III if D [-‘then C,(P) / K -: 
C,(P)“Pj is a normal subgroup of -VG(P) / K := S, or S, of index 2 power. 
Therefore C,(P) W) J. -t14 or -Jj . Thus we have 
LliBIMA 4. If I(P) = I(D) for a subgroup D f 1 of P, then C,(D) ,,z 
K z :VG(D),,D, . In Case I and Case II, I(P) = I(D) und :l/;;(D) = C,(D) 
,fw any subgroup D # 1 of P. Further in these cases CG(D)‘(D) = :lfll , A, 
or A,. I8 CaseIII CG(P)l(p) ‘,- A, OY =1;, 
Case I. IVG(P)QP) --= Ml, . 
First assume 1 P 1 ‘2 8 and let D == <d) be a subgroup of P of order 
eight. Let 
a = (1 2)(3 4) ... 
be an involution which is conjugate to an involution of P. Then a normalizes 
Gr.‘:14 and hence some Sylow 2-subgroup of Gr2a4. \iC’e may assume that 
a normalizes P. Then n normalizes and therefore centralizes D by Lemma 4. 
Let 1(d) = (I, 2,..., 111. Then since n1(d) E Mrr a fixes three points, say 
9, 10, 11 in I(d). We may assume that I(n) = (9, 10, ll,..., 191 and 
d = (l)(2) ... (9)(10)(11)(12 13 ... 19) . . . . 
a : (1 2)(3 4)(5 6)(7 8)(9)(10)(11)(12) ... (19) . . . . 
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Then (j'(a) E ;VG(~)'(f') -7: iIf,, Eut this is a contradiction, since a stabilizer 
of three points in ill,, has no clement of order eight. 
Next assume I’ 4 and let I’ td,. We have I\~(;(P) -: C,(P) by 
Lemma 4. Let 
s (I 2 3 4) ... 
be an element of order four which is conjugate to d. ‘i’hen s normalizes 
G*:,, and hence a Sylow 2-subgroup of G,,:,, . \Vc may assume that x 
normalizes, therefore centralizes I’. Setting Z(d) -= {I, 2,..., 111 and Z(x) 
19, IO, 1 I,.... 19:) we may assume 
x (1 2 3 4)(5 6 7 8)(9)(10)(11)(12)(13) .+. (19) . . . . 
ti ~~~~ (l)(2) ... (8)(9)(10)(11)(12 13 14 15)(16 17 1X 19) ... 
Now CI’ ,x, d) is an abelian group of order sixteen. Let I. be a Sylou 
2-subgroup of CG(P),,,,,,, which contains II’. Then T- is of order thirty-two 
and hence normalizes TV. Since I F’(Pi is a stabilizer of three points in :I!,, , 
there is an element y of the following form 
.\’ = (1 5 3 7)(2 8 4 6)(9)(10)(11) ... . 
Then since 
y- %.y (I 4 3 2)(S 8 7 6)(9)(10)(1 1) . . . . 
there are only the following possibilities for y--‘xy: 
If y-‘xy .21: y normalizes, but does not centralize a Sylovv 2-subgroup 
\v of G‘,,,“.,l,I2 This is impossible by Lemma 4. The case (ii) does not 
occur since ,v~ld~ has 2-c>-cle while x has no 2-cycle. Kow assumeym’,vy x ‘d 
or xprn I. Then y ‘,v’,z &[” an(j y-2s2~y’ ~~~ ,x2. On the other hand, ,x”y’ 
is a 2-element of C-‘G(P),,,, Thereforc .~“y” E P and it commutes uith ye 
‘rhen y--~s’)y’ 
d2 - -. 
My-'y- lx2,y2 yl,$y$y* y-1.y'~ : .$d". Hence \r;c have 
I, which is a contradiction. 
Finally assume that P m:: id; is of order two. Since C is 4-fold transitive, 
there is an element s of order four of the form 
N == (1 2 3 4) . . . . 
Then .u normalizes a Sylow 2-subgroup of G1rZEJ4 and WC may assume that .Y 
normalizes P. Let I(d) = { 1, 2,..., 1 I]. Then WC‘ may assume 
x -- (1 2 3 4)(5 6 7 8)(9)(10)( 11) . . . . 
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Here s has no more fixed points other than 9, 10, 11 since 1 P / z~ 2. Then I 
must have exactly four more 2-cycles, say (12 13), (14 15), (16 17), (18 19) 
because .x2 fixes eleven letters by Theorem 2. Iuow since d commutes with X, 
we may assume 
.X -z (1 2 3 4)(5 6 7 8)(9)(10)(11)(12 13)(14 15)(16 17)(18 19) se*, 
d (l)(2) ... (9)(10)(11)(12 14)(13 15)(16 18)(17 19) . . . . 
Then S = (x, d) normalizes (X 2>, which is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G,,,,,,,,,, . 
Therefore X1(2’) is contained in a stabilizer of three points in Mrr . But this 
is a contradiction since JVZ”) contains distinct involutions and a stabilizer 
of three points in MI, is a quarternion group. 
Case II. NG(P)Itp) = A, or A,. 
We assume NG(P)z(p) = A, . The proof in the case IVES = A, is 
similar. Now P is semi-regular by Lemma 4 and hence 1 P 1 = 2 by Lemma 2. 
Let P = (d) and I(d) = (1, 2,..., 6). We choose an element x of order four 
of the form 
x = (1 2 3 4) ... . 
We may assume that x normalizes P. Then since xzcp) E A, x must be of 
the form 
x = (1 2 3 4)(5 6) a.. . 
Now since x2 fixes (exactly) six letters, say 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 by Theorem 2, 
x is one of the following forms: 
(i) x = (1 2 3 4)(5 6)(7 8)(9)(10) ..a, 
(ii) x = (1 2 3 4)(5 6)(7 8)(9 10) *.*. 
But x must be of the form (i) because XI(Q) E A, for some Sylow 2-subgroup 
Q of f&w, which x normalizes. Now since d commutes with X, we have 
x = (1 2 3 4)(5 6)(7 8)(9)(10) . . . . 
d = (1)(‘4(3)(‘9(5)(6)(7 W’ lo) a**> 
X2 = (1 3)(2 4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9>(10> Y 
dx2 = (1 3)(2 4)(5)(6)(7 8)(9 10) .a.. 
Here d.9 fixes exactly four more points, say 11, 12, 13, 14 by Theorem 2 
and we may assume 
x = (1 2 3 4)(5 6)(7 8)(9)(10)(11 12 13 14) . . . . 
d = (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7 8)(9 lO)(ll 13)(12 14) . . . . 
x2 = (1 3)(2 4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)(10)(11 13)(12 14) . . . . 
dx2 = (1 3)(2 4)(5)(6)(7 8)(9 10)(11)(12)(13)(14) .+a, 
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.rd (I 2 3 4)(5 6)(7)(8)(9 lO)(l I 14 13 12) . . . . 
,A-’ (I 4 3 2)(5 6)(7 8)(9)(10)(1 I I4 I3 12) ..., 
.x ‘d (I 4 3 2)(5 6)(7)(8)(L) lO)(ll 12 13 14) . . . . 
\Ve remark that II’ s, d , which is of order eight, is semi-regular on 
Q ~~ {I , 2 ,,.., 14) and hence the length of any orbit of W in fi { 1, 2 ,.,., l4j 
is eight. 
Now let 1. be a Sylow 2-subgroup of L\~~(P) containing IV. Then 1. is of 
order sixteen and hence 1’ 0 W. Since Y’CP) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of A,;, 
there is an element 1’ of 1. of the form 
y (1 2)(3 4)(5)(6) ..a. 
Now the orbits of II’ arc {I, 2, 3, 4), (5, 6), 17, 8), {9, IO), (11, 12, 13, 14; 
and several orbits of length eight. Since y permutes these orbits, y fixes 
r, == (7, 8, 9, IO) and r, z~ (II, 12, 13, 14) as a set. Let G{,.,) (i --- I, 2) be 
the subgroup of G which fixes I‘, as a set. Then since G,, ) / G,. z S, , 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of GfrJ, is of order sisteen. Thus 1; is also a Sylow 
2-subgroup of Gfr,) and hence Y“, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G,, )“s S, . 
Now since 
y-‘dy -= (l)(2)(3)(4) e-3, 
y-by ~ (I 4 3 2) . . . . 
we have -v. ldy =- n and y ‘sy =- x ’ or .A-ld. If y-?q -7 ?i-‘d then 
(y- ‘.“yj“:. :-- .F? and hence J-“z is an abclian group, which is a contradiction 
since a Sylow 2-subgroup of S, is a dihedral group of order eight. Also if 
y-%y S-I then (~l-‘.yy)‘l ~. ()c)~I and hence Y”1 is an abelian group. 
Case III. :l’L‘(P)‘fp) 1 S, or S,. 
\Ve assume !VG(P)ICp) : S, . The proof in the case A’c(P)‘~pJ S, is 
similar. M’e remark first that P is not semi-regular on 9 -~ I(P) and I’ ‘se 2 
by Lemma 3 since it is assumed that G is not S, or S, Now let o be an 
involution of 1’. Then NG(a) ‘(uJ is 4-fold transitive on I(a) and (A’G((z)1”‘)j13nJ 
has a cyclic Syiow 2-subgroup PC”), which is not trivial since I’ is not semi- 
regular on “L? I(P). Then since the degree of G, hence I r(a)1 is cvcn, WC 
have A’(~~j’fnJ ,Y,; by the minimal nature of the degree of G. Thus v-e may 
assume that P is gcneratcd by (I of the form 
d (1)(2)(3)(4)(5 6)(7 Y 8 ...) .... 
Now WC: have that CIG(Pj”‘) A, and C,(P) _ A:,(P),,,, by Lemma 4. 
Let 
b (1 2)(3 4) .‘. 
be an involution which is conjugate to an involution of P. \Ve may assume 
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that b normalizes and therefore centralizes P. ‘l’hcn since h fixes four or six 
points in B ~~ {l, 2,..., 6) and since P is semi-regular on the set of ti?tcd 
points of h in Q ~ (1, 2,..., 61, \ve have P i 4 and hence I’ 4. ‘I’llus 
wc may assume that d is of the form 
d = (1)(2)(3)(4)(5 6)(7 9 8 10) . . . . 
Let 
c = (1 2)(3)(4) ... 
be an involution w-hich is conjugate to an invoiution of P. \Ye may assume 
that c normalizes P -= d‘ . Then we have CC’& rl or (i I. In either case c 
centralizes de and c must be of the form 
c ~~ (1 2)(3)(4)(5 6) . . . . 
In fact if c fixes 5, 6, (c, [t’\ is a non cyclic 2-subgroup of G:S3j,r , ~1 hich 
contradicts the assumption. 
First suppose c~icic ~~ d ~I. Then G,,,, contains distinct commuting 
involutions cd and d”, contrary to the assumption. Now suppose c-‘dc -~ d. 
Then since c fixes four more points of a certain four cycle of d, say (7 9 8 IO), 
WC have 
d = (1)(2)(3)(4)(5 6)(7 9 8 10) . . . . 
d2 = (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7 8)(9 IO) . . . . 
c = (1 2)(X4)(5 6)(7)(8)(9)(10) -..> 
cd’ =: (I 2)(3)(4)(5 6)(7 8)(9 10) . . . . 
Here \c, d” \ normalizes G5fi78 , hence a Sylow 2-subgroup Q of G,,,, and 
therefore centralizes an involutionf of ,O. Then.ffises I(c) = j3.4, 7, 8, 9, 10) 
and I(d2) == (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6j, l~cnce {I, 2j, {3, 41 and (9, 10) as a set. If f 
fixes 9, 10, then f and c are distinct commuting involutions of G,,,,, , which 
is not the case. Similarlv since neither G,“;(; nor G,,,,; contains an involution 
which commutes with tl”, f must bc of the form 
f (1 2)(3 4)(5)(6)(7)(8X9 10) .... 
‘Then dcf is of the form 
dcf == (1)(2)(3 4)(5)(6)(7 IO)@ 9) . . . . 
and therefore some power of it will be an involution of G,,,, which is different 
from d2 and commutes with dr. ‘l‘his is a contradiction. 
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